Addition and Subtraction
Word Problems Part 2

Solve each problem. Use the blank space to show your work.

1. AJ went shopping after school. He bought a sweatshirt for $33. He bought a pair of jeans for $49. He also bought a T-shirt for $18. How much did he spend?

AJ spent $___________ during his shopping trip.

2. The Springfield Tigers scored 18 points in the first quarter of the basketball game. Then, they scored 24 points in the second quarter. They scored an additional 15 points in the third quarter and 31 points in the fourth quarter. How many points did the Springfield Tigers score?

The Springfield Tigers scored ___________ points during the game.

3. Eva went to the arcade after school. She played 4 different games. At the first game, she won 44 tickets. At the second game, she won 39 tickets. At the third game, she won 15 tickets. At the fourth game, she won 83 tickets. How many tickets did Eva win total?

Eva won ___________ tickets at the arcade.